Module Installation Instructions
REMOVING EXISTING MODULES

Fig. 1

Retaining Screw

1. Remove retaining screws if present.
2. Press latches in, then slide module up
and out of the housing (Figure 1).
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MODULE INSTALLATION IN PLASTIC HOUSING
Electronic module shown. Installation steps are the same for all modules.
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1. Identify attachment
components in
housing.

2. Position top of module
side walls at top of
recess. Module should
be above lower
mounting tabs and fully
seated and flat against
back of housing.

3. Push module straight
down ensuring both
latches engage fully.

4. Bottom of module
side walls should be
parallel to and flush
with bottom of
housing.

NOTE: Ensure that module is
properly installed by grasping
the lower front portion of
module and pulling forward.
If module moves forward
it is not properly installed
and should be remove and
reinstalled. Close cover and
ensure that module circular
side member (raised side
cover in eHRT or knob in
mechanical and NG modules)
is centered in the opening in
side of cover.

MODULE INSTALLATION IN STAINLESS STEEL HOUSING
Electronic module shown. Installation steps are the same for all modules.
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1. Identify attachment
components in
housing.

2. Locate upper rear surface of
module side wall against upper
guide ribs in housing. Left rear
side wall of module should be
in contact with side guide ribs
and module fully seated and flat
against back of housing brackets.

ROLL HOLDER INSTALLATION

NOTE: Ensure that module is properly
installed by grasping the lower
front portion of module and pulling
forward. If module moves forward it
is not properly installed and should be
remove and reinstalled. Close cover
and ensure that module circular side
member (raised side cover in eHRT or
knob in mechanical and NG modules) is
centered in the opening in side of cover.

3. Push module straight
down ensuring both
latches engage fully.

1.

1. Snap roll holders marked “L” and “R” into side
walls of module.
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